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      Category Points Trait name effect Speed 10 It has fleeter movement than normal movement speed bonus Speed 20 It has lightning movement movement speed bonus Speed 15 It has very strong leg muscles movement speed bonus Speed 10 It seems accustomed to water moves faster in shallow waters Speed (rare) 0 It is unbelievably fast (It is naturally fast?) always on speed bonus similar to hell horses Draft 10 (15?) It has a strong body carry weight bonus Draft 15 (20?) It can carry more than average carry weight bonus Draft 20 It has strong legs carry weight bonus Draft 10 It is easy on its gear equipped gear takes less damage Draft (rare) 0 It seems more nimble than normal increased ridable slope Draft (rare) 0 It seems stronger than normal carry weight bonus Combat 10 It will fight fiercely higher fighting skill Combat 15 It is a tough bugger withstands more damage Combat 15 It looks more friendly than normal less likely to be attacked by aggressive creatures when tame Combat 20 It is especially loyal keeps loyalty to its tamer longer, loses less when taking damage Combat 5 It seems more friendly easier to tame Combat (rare) 0 It seems extremely tame aggressive animals become passive Output 10 It gives more resources increases output of resources such as wool and milk Output 10 It seems prize winning gives better products when butchered Output 20 It looks plump and ready to butcher gives more products when butchered Output 5 It seems to pick stuff up (It likes to dig holes?) chance to dig something up when eating, drops items on the ground Output 5 It seems vibrant ??? Output (rare) 0 It has very good genes increased amount and quality of resources like milk and wool Miscellaneous 10 It looks unusually strong and healthy has a higher resistance to disease Miscellaneous 10 It has a certain spark in its eyes lives 50% longer than normal Miscellaneous 10 It seems to be a graceful eater (It is light footed?) less chance to reduce the growth stage of a tile when eating Miscellaneous 10 It looks stationary will stay put as if saddled Miscellaneous 10 It has a slow metabolism eats half as much as a normal animal Miscellaneous (rare) 0 It seems immortal will never die as if cared for Miscellaneous (rare) 0 It has a chance to produce twins (It seems especially fertile?) chance to birth twins Negative 5 It has malformed hindlegs movement speed penalty Negative 5 The legs are of different length movement speed penalty Negative 5 It seems overly aggressive random chance to bite Negative 5 It looks very unmotivated carry weight penalty Negative 5 It is unusually strong-willed will stop being led at random Negative 5 It has some illness body strength will slowly reduce over time eventually making the animal unrideable Negative 5 It looks constantly hungry eats twice as much as a normal animal Negative 5 It looks feeble and unhealthy prone to catching a disease Negative 5 It looks extremely sick has a very slim chance to pass away when it recieves a hunger tick Negative 5 It looks shabby and frail (It looks smaller than normal?) reduces output of resources such as milk and wool Negative 5 It seems to dislike steep terrain decreased ridable slope 
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